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Download Hurst Reviews NCLEX-RN Review 1st Edition PDF Free Ace the NCLEX-RN with the help of marlene Hurst, pioneer of nursing review! Use Marlene's unique no cram, pass with what you already know system and cut your study time in half With Marlene Hurst's hugely popular nursing seminars that train more than 30,000
students each year, this innovative journal is filled with the author's proven strategies—all designed to help you pass NCLEX certification and course exams the first time! NCLEX-RN Review breaks the mold of other exam books by explaining how to apply critical thinking and test-taking skills, rather than how to relearn course content.
Marlene shows you how to work effectively with the NCLEX-RN's think on your feet philosophy, not against her. Features: A complete NCLEX-RN toolbox - from the world's most sought-after speaker to the NCLEX More than 1,000 NCLEX-type skills-building questions, with answers and justifications full of concise, easy-to-remember
strategies that cut study time in half! A catchy four-color format Marlene Moments-Marlene humorous anecdotes of common student errors that offer a light look at how new nurses learn to succeed What the NCLEX Lady Thinks -valuable tips that reveal the justification behind certain types of NCLEX questions and how to adjust your
strategy accordingly Chapter-end NCLEX practice issues that solidify important information and show you how it will be tested on the NCLEX review downloadable material includes 300 additional style questions NCLEX, plus downloadable MP3 audio tips from Marlene Hurst's award-winning reviews on NCLEX 623 Pages 2012 · 8.78 MB
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